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Easily Cuts

Shrink Wrap

FILM CUTTER CHANGE
Use ball point pen (above) 

to remove & replace film 

cutter unit.

Use only S Series

replacement blades:

# SP-O17 or SPD-017

BLADE CHANGE 
1.  Open blade compartment by pressing   

 down on tab as indicated on the back of  

 knife: slide forward and then raise up.

2. Remove USED blade and dispose of safely.

3. Remove a NEW blade with thumb and index

 finger from storage compartment.

4. Place NEW blade on slider by aligning the

 cut-outs of blade to the slide tabs.

5. For left-hand use place sharp side of

 blade to the left and for right-hand use   

 place sharp side of blade to the right.

6. Rotate blade storage compartment down

 to close.

7. Holding the blade storage compartment

 in place with either your thumb or index 

 finger, push front of knife down on a hard

 surface to LOCK (see photo at right).

Center thumb position   

extends blade for box 
top cutting; right or left 

hand users

Robust metal

blade/guard

Integrated fold 

out film cutter

Right-handed guard

thumb position extends 
blade for heavy cutting use

Tape splitter

cuts tape
without using 

blade
Universal right or left
handed handle
design

Blade slider button extends 
blade into tray cutting 
positions  

User ID area used to 
personalize cutter with 
permanent marker

Left-handed

guard thumb 

position extends 
blade for heavy 
cutting use

Patent Pending

AMBIDEXTROUS - For Right & Left Handed Users

Blade Depth/Film Cutter Selection Switch 
adjusts to 3 cutting positions (see below) and 
film cutter release 

Tray Cut - Three Depth Positions:

UKH-545 Safety Holster
& CL-36 Coiled Lanyard

Available

Tray Cut A Position For 
Maximum Blade Depth

Tray Cut B Position For 
Medium Blade Depth

Tray Cut C Position For 
Minimum Blade Depth


